
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Vera, Almería

NEW BUILD FOR SALE!!!!PHOTOS SHOW FLAT!!Welcome to our real estate portal! We are pleased to present you a
unique opportunity to acquire your dream home in one of the most privileged areas of the south coast of Spain. We
are talking about brand new, brand new properties, with an unbeatable location in the heart of the Valle del Este golf
course.Our homes have ground floors, first floors and penthouses, with two bedrooms and two bathrooms, one of
them en suite. In addition, they have independent kitchens that can be opened to the living room and a laundry patio
area, making your home spacious and comfortable. They also have 20 m2 terraces, parking spaces and storage
rooms.In terms of quality, these properties have perfect, top quality finishes and come with pre-installation for hot
and cold A/C and fully fitted wardrobes in both bedrooms. All this at a price starting from 77.000 euros.The location is
another of the strong points of these flats. They are located on the outskirts of the village, but close to all amenities
and only a few kilometres from the towns of Garrucha, Mojácar and Vera. Furthermore, they are only 10 km from the
beach. These properties, due to their location, allow you to enjoy the best views of the golf course.Finally, we would
like to point out that these properties are located in a residential complex with swimming pool, next to the hotel,
restaurant and spa area. A perfect place to relax and enjoy the good weather and the natural beauty that surrounds
this area. Don't miss the opportunity to acquire your dream home in this privileged area! Contact us for more
information and a visit!

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   122m² Build size
  Terrace   Storeroom   Heating

89,300€

 Property marketed by European Property Company
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